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OpenAI: ChatGPT payment data leak caused
by open-source bug

OpenAI says a Redis client open-source library bug was behind Monday's ChatGPT outage and

data leak, where users saw other users' personal information and chat queries. ChatGPT

displays a history of historical queries you made in the sidebar, allowing you to click on one and

regenerate a response from the chatbot.

On Monday morning, numerous ChatGPT users reported seeing other people's chat queries

listed in their history. As �rst reported by PC Magazine, multiple ChatGPT Plus subscribers also

reported seeing other people's email addresses on their subscription pages.

Soon after, OpenAI took ChatGPT o�ine to investigate an issue but did not provide details as to

what caused the outage

Read More

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/openai-chatgpt-payment-data-leak-caused-by-open-source-bug/


 

More #News

FBI: Business email compromise tactics used to defraud U.S. vendors

Inaudible ultrasound attack can stealthily control your phone, smart speaker

New CISA tool detects hacking activity in Microsoft cloud services

 

#Breach Log

New Dark Power ransomware claims 10 victims in its �rst month

Windows, Ubuntu, and VMWare Workstation hacked on last day of Pwn2Own

Some Photo-Cropping Apps Are Exposing Your Secrets

 

#Patch Time!

Microsoft shares tips on detecting Outlook zero-day exploitation

Microsoft pushes OOB security updates for Windows Snipping tool �aw

We updated our RSA SSH host key

 

#Tech and #Tools

Apple Users Need to Update iOS Now to Patch Serious Flaws

Russia’s Rostec allegedly can de-anonymize Telegram users

Build a secure code mindset with the GitHub Secure Code Game
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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